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EvolYou on the go
A double result for the EvolYou mentorship

The project leader’s corner
Enrico Gennaro
Vol.To Italy

Dear colleagues, dear reader,
Editor in chief
Joachim Fronia CESES Belgium
Information and editorial design
Monica Michelis Vol.To Italy

This is the 3rd issue of the EvolYou project newsletter: the first
came out in March 2020, the second one in March 2021 and now,
in September 2021, we are preparing the second last number. Yes,
we are approaching the end of a very important experience: eight
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operating partners, most of them connected in the Confederation
of European Senior Expert Services (CESES), located in six
Countries have been working in team on an exciting project
within the Erasmus+ Programme – the definition of an inclusion
model for youngsters in diﬃculty with the society, in anxiety with
their future, through the support of seniors at the end of their
career, full of experience to be passed to those who need it.
In spite of the pandemic, the project has been carried out finding
solutions to face the new diﬃculties of social distancing and the
impossibility of travelling abroad. I will not enter in details: all the
procedure and adjustment will be well explained in the 3
Intellectual Outputs – the Methodological Manual, the Didactic
Experimentation and the Recommendations Paper for
policymakers.
I just want to point out the very important lesson we learnt from
the last Transnational Project Meeting where “partner testers”
introduced some interviews to mentees and mentors.
All the mentees were highly grateful to their mentor, taking care
of them, trying to understand them with sensibility and
engagement: trust and confidence in them is what the mentees
need firstly. All the mentors declared the motivation they felt
during the experience, the complexity of tuning with the mentee
and the final emotion to see the mentee discover him/herself and
find new objectives in his/her life. A double result, therefore:
the solution of the mentees’ needs and a great reward to
the mentors involved.
I would like to add a collateral result: the pleasure to work with a
team rich of experience and creativity and to have strengthened
the links among our Associations.
Despite the restrictions due to the pandemic situation, all
partners, using above all virtual means, undertook information
and dissemination activities. The next newsletter will provide
more detailed information about.

The European Commission in the framework of
the Erasmus+ Programme has funded the
EvolYou project, no. 2019-1-IT01-KA202-007472.

Now we expect to be able to transfer this experience to
other partners in Europe and oﬀer our model to public and
private organisations through intensive dissemination activities in
the next months.

Disclaimer 📌
The EC's support for the production of this
publication does not constitute an endorsement
of the contents, which reflect the views only of
the authors, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be
made of the information contained therein.

Many thanks to all the partners for the mutual comprehension
and the fruitful collaboration!
Enrico
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Transnational Project Meeting 2
A (virtual) occasion to meet again
Davide Prette
Vol.To Italy

Due to the travel diﬃculties because of the Covid-19 pandemic,
the Transnational Project Meeting 2 (TPM2) took place online
instead of face-to-face, on 11th and 12th May 2021. The meeting
should have been held in Madrid in May 2020, but because of the
Coronavirus emergency and, as a consequence, of the project
prorogation, it has been postponed several times. Despite the
unusual way, all the partners were still very pleased to meet each
others: in fact there was a need not only to make decisions,
exchange ideas, information and operational details on the
project, but also to team up – just as happens during the Erasmus+
meetings we were used to before 2020.
A general talk by Enrico Gennaro as the project leader and by the
rest of the Vol.To team opened the meeting: it was a sum up of
the project progress, judged well underway. After a quick review of
the Intellectual Outputs, the discussion focused on the
Methodological Manual and on the contributions needed from
the partners to finalise it. The issue of translation of part of the
Manual from English into the other languages of the partnership
(Italian, French, Spanish, German and Finnish) was also addressed
before moving to the next topic – the Didactic Experimentation.
The testing state of play in Spain, France, Finland and Italy was
respectively presented by SECOT, OTECI, Nestor Partners ry
and Immaginazione e Lavoro. The discussion focused on the
contributions still needed to complete the curricula and the final
mentoring programmes for each of the four experimenting
Countries.
The remaining part of the first meeting day was dedicated to the
presentation of the first ideas regarding the Recommendations
Paper by SES, and to dissemination topic – with the design of
Newsletter #3 and launch of the editorial plan to give to all
partners the opportunity to contribute more actively in updating
the EvolYou Facebook page.
The second meeting day opened in a very fresh and dynamic way,
thanks to a virtual walk through Madrid proposed by SECOT
and some testimonials of mentors and mentees taking part in the
project. This part was followed by a discussion on administrative
and management issues, on the revised Gantt chart and the new
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project agenda, budget and allocation of costs due to the online
transfer of some activities initially planned in presence. The
working day closed with the Quality Board meeting, mainly
dedicated to specify the indicators to be taken into account in
order to best describe in the Final Report what has actually been
achieved in the diﬀerent Countries during the pilot phase.

Despite the online mode, the TPM2 has been an important
aggregative occasion for the whole partnership and a very useful
opportunity to set the deadlines of activities to be accomplished
in the last months of the project.

Didactic Experimentation
Updating
The pandemic made it necessary for the personal relationships
with mentees to become digital. The four partners from Finland,
Fr a n c e , It a l y a n d S p a i n u n d e r t a k i n g t h e d i d a c t i c a l
experimentations had to adapt accordingly, not without diﬃculty.

Tapani Kultaranta
Nestor Partners Finland

For the Finnish Nestor Partners the Covid-19 virus has
overshadowed the progress of the EvolYou project since its
inception and it is not until October 2021 that, for example,
assembly restrictions will be lifted – i.e. three months before the
end of the project. Restrictions on gatherings in particular have
been the most difficult barrier to mentoring or meeting
stakeholders: video meetings are not a substitute for personal
meetings, e.g. in mentoring.
The main external stakeholder of the project has been the
Vocational School of Helsinki City. The School has been a
platform for recruiting mentees, as people in the definition of the
project have been found there.
The actual mentoring ended on schedule at the end of last May
and now the focus is on project documentation and other
bureaucratic requirements.
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Gilles Moutardier
OTECI France

The 3 French partners AGIRabcd, ECTI and OTECI jointly
continued in the first half of 2021 the mentoring actions initiated
in 2020 in the Lyon region under the brand ORA (Objectif
Réussir Apprentissage).
At the end of June 2021, before the summer vacation, there were
63 apprentice mentees and 36 senior volunteers from the 3
associations involved. The dynamic has been installed and
requests from young people are constantly arriving.
Emphasis was also placed during this period on the training of
mentors. The Internet platform developed especially for ORA
brings together all the knowledge acquired through experience
and it is also possible to ask questions and get answers from more
experienced mentors. To encourage exchanges on experiences,
remote meetings are organized as “Mentoring Tuesdays”. In fact,
novice mentors bring up the various needs of the most disadvantaged
young people (literacy, accommodation, financial assistance) for
whom the solutions come from many association networks and not
only from the 3 associations concerned by EvolYou. A special guide to
help mentors to exchange with French apprentices has been designed
and made available to all new volunteers.

You can find EvolYou ORA @
objectifreussirapprentissage.fr
facebook.com/objectifreussirapprentissage 🔗

In April 2021, the French government launched a “1 young, 1
mentor” call for projects. Its objective is to increase from 30,000
young mentees in 2020 to 100,000 and 2021 and 200,000 in 2022.
It was a question of recruiting associations to provide educational
support, advice for orientation, integration and advice for
integration to young people with a priority of the most
disadvantaged young people.The 3 associations involved in
EvolYou responded to this call for projects along with the fourth
association of senior volunteers in France EGEE, by targeting
only apprentices according to the VerA model in Germany which
inspired ORA. The project presented by the 4 associations was
selected and they have undertaken to take care of 310 young
people from all over France before the end of 2022.
The project initiated with EvolYou thus finds a timely
dissemination in France for the satisfaction of all.

Patrizia Andreello
IL Italy

The Italian partner Immaginazione e Lavoro used its
relationship with stakeholders for the recruitment of mentors
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which took place thanks to the involvement of 2 external bodies:
the Cultural Association IBTG - Scuola Gestalt in Turin
(during 2020) and Federmanager Torino Association that
exclusively represents industrial company executives (during 2021).
Following a conference organised by Federmanager in June 2021
(“European volunteering through mentoring of seniors for the
social inclusion of young people in employment diﬃculties”), 6
new mentors were involved. These are retired executives who
come from the engineering sector in general. Thanks to these
people it was possible to open a good number of contacts for the
job placement of young mentees.
Relations have been established also with non-profit associations
that follow refugees.

http://ses-bonn.de

http://
ceses.net

On September a training of a third group of young foreigners
seeking support for social/work integration took place.

Doris Bandin
SECOT Spain

http://nestorpartners.org

The Spanish partner SECOT began online didactic
experimentation in 2021 with a presentation of mentoring in
tandem with streaming, which was attended by 15 students at one
of the institutes where the pilot was taking place. Three students
participated in the online mentoring in tandem sessions that were
given by two SECOT mentors. Nine 30-minute sessions took
place, with the last session being held on May. The tutor at the
institute did an excellent job of facilitating the links to the
sessions.
The experience was positive from the mentors’ standpoint.
Although the sessions were online and not in person, the students
were nevertheless attentive throughout, and a relationship of trust
was established. And there was a high level of satisfaction among
the students.

http://
evolyoup
roject.eu

Hopefully, this school year SECOT will be able to hold some
mentoring in tandem sessions in person, which are always
more effective. In that event, a higher number of students
would no doubt become involved. Everything naturally depends
upon developments in the sanitary situation.
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Recommendation Paper
Under preparation again
Bernd Tuchen
SES Germany

The German volunteer organisation SES is currently preparing a
Recommendation Paper.
The document will serve to demonstrate other interested
organizations in Europe methods to encourage them to establish
similar programs in their countries. With the accumulated
knowledge from previous measures, the document represents an
eﬀective recommendation for action that may be used to help
young people in diﬃculty find their way into the labor market and
into society.
With the VerA initiative launched in 2009, SES has broad
experience in mentoring young people, i.e. apprentices from all
kinds of professions. Together with the results from the partner
countries, this knowledge flows into the recommendation paper.
The result is a “best practice” document from which many
volunteer organisations can benefit in the coming years.
In addition to the various possibilities for recruiting volunteer
mentors and young people, further chapters are dedicated to
funding modalities as well as further training and support
for mentors. Training for mentors is an essential element for
their volunteer work.
Possible collaborations with other organisations, institutions and
authorities are mentioned as well. Chambers and schools/
vocational schools are young people’s natural points of contact.
Building networks with Chambers, local and regional authorities
are likely to have a very high impact on this project.
Of course, all those topics vary from country to country. What is
possible in one country is not practicable in another. From this
point of view, the document has to be regarded as a general
recommendation.
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Acronyms
The following acronyms are used in this newsletter.

AGIRabcd “Association Générale des Intervenants Retraités,
Actions de Bénévoles pour la Coopération et le Développement”,
Paris, France
CESES “Confederation of European Senior Expert Service”,
Brussels, Belgium
ECTI “Échanges et Consultations Techniques Internationaux”,
Paris, France
EGEE “Entente des Générations pour l’Emploi et l’Entreprise”,
Paris, France
You can follow EvolYou @
facebook.com/evolyouproject
evolyouproject.eu

🔗

EvolYou “European senior Volunteering through mentoring for
the social inclusion of Young people in diﬃculties”. Erasmus+
project no. 2019-1-IT01-KA202-007472.
IL “Immaginazione e Lavoro”, Torino, Italy
INAPP “Istituto Nazionale per l’Analisi delle Politiche
Pubbliche”. The National Agency managing the Erasmus+
programme in Italy for the Vocational Education and Training
sector.
ORA “Objectif Réussir Apprentissage”. The French EvolYou pilot
test.
OTECI “Office Technique d’Études et de Coopération
Internationales”, Paris, France
SECOT “Seniors Españoles para la Cooperación Técnica”,
Madrid, Spain
SES “Senior Experten Service”, Bonn, Germany
TPM Transnational Project Meeting
VerA “Verhinderung von Ausbildungsabbrüchen” (prevention of
learning dropping out). A national initiative of SES.
Vol.To “Volontariato Torino”, Torino, Italy

📷 @ Unsplash
Hamed Daram

http://
evolyoupr
oject.eu
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